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He had tricked her. Tricked her into trusting his professional faÃ§ade and beguiling promises, and
tricked her into spreading her thighs with lies and deceit.Barely recovered from Dr. Hersheyâ€™s
grueling treatment to cure her â€˜illusionsâ€™, Selma soon realizes that the charming psychiatrist
has a very sinister motive for his alternative methods; preparing her for a lifetime of mating with the
oversized demon Lords he serves.To escape her fate Selma must find a way of deceiving the
dangerous trickster, but the only way she can do that is if she allows him to show her what it means
to be mated to a demon.Second installment in the serial â€˜Demonâ€™s Markâ€™.Tricked contains
explicit sexual content featuring a very rough ride, manipulation and not entirely human anatomy.
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Well, no sophomore slump here. Number two picked up exactly where the first one left off, and
whoa, after reading this one I'm ready for number three!Okay, obviously this is erotica, we all know
what we're here for, but there is SO much potential here beyond the smutty window dressing (which
was just as hot, if not more so, than the first one). There was plot progression, character growth,
some in-depth information about the demons and their society (some, not an encyclopedia run

down, jeeze!).Really, I can't wait to see where the third one goes from here. Oh, yeah, this is book
two of at LEAST three (I've tried to internet creep the author, but not found much outside of
Facebook), but given the writing, plotting, and pacing of the first two, I don't see this one being
wrapped up in one more installment.Anyways, definitely give this book a chance (preferably after
you've read the first one).

Oh my! Tricked (Demon's Mark 2) is the second installment of an amazing new serial by Nora Ash. I
was totally and completely spellbound from beginning to end. The story is exciting, original, dark,
powerful, addictive, compelling, thrilling, riveting, arousing and sexy. The dialog is smart, well written
and flows smoothly. The characters are imaginative, fascinating and intriguing. I absolutely love it.
As a child, everyone thought Selma's strange behavior was just a result of a child's overactive
imagination but as Selma grew older and the "hallucinations" continued, her parents worried that
she may be mentally ill. She was bounced from one doctor and mental facility to another until she
finally realized she must lie to everyone and pretend she didn't see the monsters that seemed to
leer at her and follow her everywhere. And for years, she managed to hide it well until she was
viciously attached by them. Now at almost 30 years old, she felt alone, desolate, defeated and very
afraid and as a last resort, admitted herself for treatment at Ravenswood House. Little did she know
that the monsters she saw were very real and that her new doctor, Martin Hershey was actually a
monster himself and had so much more in store for his lovely new patient than just psychiatric
therapy. Now he wants her for himself! Oh my! Will Selma ever be able to escape her "demons"? So
deliciously dark and delightfully wicked! I loved it!

Not gonna lie thought this would be thoughtless no true concept erotica.... I was wrong is it hot and
dirty...yeah hawt check nasty double check but it's got a real plot and I am sucked into the story line

I loved the first book in the series, but this one topped it.In serial fashion, it picks up where the first
book left off, but takes the story a step beyond what I expected. Selma is trying her best to navigate
her way out of the clutches of the monsters she's known existed since she was a child, but who she
believed were all in her head. Now that she knows they are real and have enforced some kind of
magical, demonic control over her via the Demon's Mark, she is struggling to take back control of
her life. Does she want to be relegated to the role of sex slave to some unknown monster? Or can
she convince the good Dr. Hershey to keep her for himself and perhaps lull him into distraction so
she can escape?The sex is epicly hot with just the right touch of bizarre to titillate without stepping

across the line into outright strange. I can see the story going a couple different directions from this
point and am very interested to see whether it goes the way I'd like it to. I definitely plan to keep
reading!

I liked the second installment of 'Demon's Mark' and would be interested in reading the entire book
as a whole. The one thing that I find that puts me off reading this 'series' further is the cost. To pay
$3.99 for 44 pages (Aprox) for each installment is to expensive for my tastes. I won't pay $20 for an
eBook, which is what the 6 books are worth (The first one is Free) . So unfortunately I won't be
continuing on with this series at such a steep price. If it were 0.99 for each installment then yes I
would continue it. If it were an entire all in one story it would be well worth considering but not at the
frustrating baited price of $3.99 per episode.If your rich or have a spare gift card at hand then I
would recommend the first and second book in this 'Series' as they were a good read.The price for
what I paid is part of the reason I only gave it 3 Stars. I want more than a chapter or two for my
$3.99 US Dollars especially when that cost me $4.50 AU Dollars.I'm not stingy by any means if the
book is worth paying $6 or $7 dollars then I will but I don't believe it's fair to charge the average
reader such a high price. The term Series is misleading - Chronicles, Episodes, Chapters would
have been more literal.

All of those questions you had from book 1 are answered. You learn what Selma really sees and
what the hot and mysterious Dr. Hershey wants with her.Selma knows she's in trouble. She doesn't
want to be livestock, but that's exactly what she's going to be--a broodmare for the demon lord who
buys her.Now that she knows the truth, Selma is upset that she trusted Dr. Hershey and submitted
to his "special" treatment. Even worse, that mark he gave her on her forehead has a very explicit
purpose, and Dr. Hershey shows her exactly how it works. Repeatedly. And she likes it.She has to
come up with a plan-and she does--but to make it work, she needs to get closer to the dangerous
and sexy doctor.This dark paranormal serial just gets hotter and hotter.
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